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	  	  Analysis	

We propose a new way of estimating the electric conductivity of the QGP via asymmetric collisions like Cu-Au collisions. We show that, in off-
central Cu+Au collisions, a sizable strength of electric field directed from Au nucleus to Cu nucleus is generated in the overlapping region, because 
of the difference in the number of electric charges between the two nuclei. This electric field would induce an electric current in the matter created 
after the collision, which result in a dipole deformation of the charge distribution. The directed flow parameters          of charged particles turn out to 
be sensitive to the charge dipole and provide us with information about electric conductivity of the quark gluon plasma. 

	  	  Introduc1on	  &	  basic	  idea	  	

Strong electromagnetic fields in heavy-ion collisions	

 - Strong magnetic fields in off-central collisions	

Neutron stars: 	

Magnetars: 	
 - Strong electric fields also exist	

 - In symmetric collisions, electric fields direct randomly  	

Basic idea	
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3. 	 QGP is created in the overlapping 
region of Au & Cu nuclei	

1. 	

2. 	An electric field that tends the Cu 
nucleus is applied	

3. 	The charge distribution is modified 
as a result of charge transport	

The magnitude of “charge dipole” reflects  
the electric conductivity of the QGP!	
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 - In asymmetric collisions, electric fields tend the Cu nuclei   
   because of the charge difference btw. Au & Cu nucleus	

Number of charges	

Event-by-event electromagnetic fields in Cu-Au collisions	

Observable sensitive to the electric conductivity	

 - Protons inside nuclei produce electromagnetic fields	
 - Lienard-Wiechert potential	

: positions of protons	

 - Distributions of protons inside nuclei are sampled from  
   the Woods-Saxon distribution	

- Event-by-event distribution of protons and electric field	

- Event-averaged electric field	

- 	

-  Tendency to direct from Au to Cu	

- Charge-dependent directed flow	

Theoretical estimate of the electric conductivity	
- Lattice QCD	 -  pQCD 

Order-of-magnitude estimate of the value of      	

- Number of transported charges	

- Neglecting the space-time dependences of the conductivity, 	

electric flux 	

- Number of transported charges and 	

-  	 - If we choose parameters as 	

- Impact parameter dependence of the electric flux 	

More quantitative 
 analysis needed!	

- charge transport on  
 a hydrodynamic background	


